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Present:  Julie, Crystal, Leesa, Peggy, Patrick, Robbie, Mary G 
 
Agenda: 
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS? 
b. When will channels be created for the portal? 
c. Banner Enrollment Management Software 
 
No updates.  No updates on BEMS, haven’t had a meeting since last Recruit audio.   
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
a. Any updates? Could we add an area of interest in the “Materials” field for web 4 prospect?  

Patrick says yes, so coordinators need to discuss codes, etc to use.  Also explore using major 
code restricted to recruit only in Banner.  Discussed how majors come out in bridge, and what 
might work for each campus.   

 
 

3. EMAS 
 

a. UA Scholar Bridge – Melody has started working on next scholar task request. 
 
Expired – Do we want in UA Scholar text file?  Do we want in stdimprt text file?  Expired and 
Noapp students removed from ua scholar file and if application/recruit information for MAU, 
have them show in stdimprt file.  Crystal will talk with Melody and/or do a task request to fix. 
 
Same question for Canceled?  Have Melody add canceled students as part of a list or log file.   
 

b. Bridge update:  New UAA level code mentioned at BST.  See if we can get a little more 
explanation.  How will this impact bridge data?  Peggy explained IA code on SGASTDN only, 
not on SAAADMS.  Should not impact bridge then.   
 

c. Task Request Prioritization:  UA Scholar task request priority one as soon as current changes to 
scholar text file are moved to PROD.  Checklist items – Anyone done any testing?  
 

 
4. Patrick Update   Clean address software.  Back in LRGP sometime tomorrow.  Affects web4prospect 

and any forms with addresses.  Will not let student enter bad addresses.  Have some concerns about 
this with prospective students and International students.   
Scholars query form, F9 on only scholar student list.   

 
5. Other items/updates 

 
a. Test Plan for Banner Upgrades 

 
Coming up with a test plan for recruiting side – web4prospect, bridge files, tape loads.  
 


